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A GAME OF SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
LIBRARIANS, REPOSITORY MANAGERS, 
AND PUBLISHERS






MAKING THE GREY, LESS… 








GLOBAL ACCESS AND READERSHIP
BENEFITS OF REPOSITORY PUBLISHING
Branded and stable web pages
Easy to learn/use template-based systems
Long-term preservation and global open accessibility
Indexing of proceedings in library/repository catalogs 
Indexing in Google Scholar 
Automatic monthly COUNTER download reports 
for authors, editors, and organizers




What are we measuring?
Define “Download”
Gaming (Externally and Internally)
Validation from the Academy
EXPANDING PUBLISHING SERVICES
Copyediting
Light-to-medium copyedit in a style specified by the editor (e.g., APA, MLA, Chicago)
Typesetting
Text/figures laid out in attractive design
Indexing
Index of terms and concepts generated after typesetting by experienced indexer
Proofreading
After typesetting, final review of text by experienced proofreader 
DOI Generation
Digital Object Identifier assigned to each article. Provides stability and academic prestige.
Color or B/W
Interior with paperback or hardback (without jacket) cover
Shipping 
EXPANDING COLLECTIONS/CAPACITIES
Road School GPRI Grand World Challenges ICDCS
ICEC IRACCI3R2
CREATING RELATIONSHIPS/PARTNERSHIPS
Purdue e-Pubs Conference Proceeding Purdue University Press Book
